
Experience

Director of Design
Artium, September 2019 – Present

Founded, built, and managed the design practice at Artium. 
Built design systems and best-in-class mobile apps for clients 
in enterprise, healthcare, fintech, web3, and more. Took 
multiple products from 0–1 and beyond.



Crafted a flexible, human-centered design process that had 
cross-discipline collaboration as a core tenet. By doing this, 
we helped our clients achieve wildly successful outcomes.

Win

 Led the design of a two-sided digital collectible and NFT 
marketplace for Major League Baseball from concept to 
market in 5 months. They moved millions in their first 
week and closed a massive round funding and valuation

 Landed multiple, high-level new clients in web3 and social 
media, including Meta

 Designed a cross-platform iOS and Android app for an 
electric vehicle charging network that reduced call center 
volume by 40% and made charging EVs safer and simpler.

Senior Product Designer / Design Lead
Pivotal / VMware Tanzu Labs July 2018 – September 2019

Built design systems to help one product team scale up to ten. 
Trained clients from the ground up to be full-stack designers 
who could perform user research, user testing, and user 
interface design.

Win

 Launched a mobile-first report marketplace for a large real 
estate company, resulting in 50% increase in revenue for 
this product. The work our team did helped them net a 
massive $6 billion acquisition

 Built design systems for the US Space Force to help one 
product team scale up to ten. Reduced the time and 
complexity to coordinate shooting lasers into space from 
three weeks to two hours. Yes, I'm serious.

Principal Product Designer / Mobile Solutions Lead
Cardinal Solutions, Sep 2015 - Jul 2018

Led company’s mobile product design strategy and efforts for 
healthcare, retail, and IT clients. Managed designers and 
supported them in their career growth. Also facilitated 
discovery workshops, built relationships with stakeholders, 
created rapid prototypes.

Win

 Designed a 5-star iOS and Android app with over 750k 
positive reviews for a leading consumer retail brand. 
Boosted average transaction by 60%

 Designed an end-to-end virtual doctor visit experience to 
better serve patients. Created a new app that helped them 
transition to a new record keeping system and save 
hundreds of thousands of dollars.

 Designed an app that was a healthcare network's first use 
of AI to determine which pre-op procedures a patient 
should have. This saved the company millions and gave 
patients peace of mind, knowing they wouldn’t undergo 
any unnecessary procedures.

Senior Product Designer, Mobile
American City Business Journals, May 2012 - September 2015

Led design efforts for three mobile apps as well as the 
company's first-ever responsive redesign. Responsibilities 
included creating a style guide with consistent design 
patterns, establishing a design mentorship program to help 
new designers grow. One big success here was turning a one-
star app into a five-star app.

Win

 Turned a one-star app into a five-star app by implementing 
in-app ratings (this was before Apple offered such a 
technology)

 Created a style guide with consistent design pattern
 Established a design mentorship program to help new 

designers grow.

How I Can Help You

 Build an accessible, inclusive design 
system that works for web and mobil

 Take a concept to high-quality market-
validated idea in (next to) no tim

 Cement design as a strategic partner in 
your organization

 Boost cross-functional collaboration to 
unlock your team’s full potential

My Qualifications

 5+ years of management experienc
 15+ years of practicing design in tota
 Designed multiple 5-star apps for iOS and 

Androi
 Writing a book on how to have hard 

conversations (Rosenfeld, 2023)

My Values

 Responsibility and thoughtfulness about 
what you put into the worl

 Principle-driven, not process-shackle
 Create a kinder, more equitable world for 

everyon
 Feedback is a gift

Social

linkedin.com/in/joshuamauldin


twitter.com/joshuamauldin
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